PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT.
TRACE-CHECK means in-depth analysis down to the smallest detail. At the push of a button,
recorded measurement data – traces – is analyzed comprehensively and automatically with
the help of analysis modules. These modules are either supplied directly by the tool or developed or assembled by the user in the form of reusable templates according to customized test
criteria. Due to the modular structure, even complex analyses can be easily implemented and
reused at any time.
And the result of this trace analysis is an automatically generated test report whose content
can be understood at a glance. The signal-based test results are clearly arranged, easy to read
and quick to interpret – regardless of which recording system the data originates from or how
comprehensive it is.
If data from other systems can be imported and evaluated, the reverse is also possible:
TRACE-CHECK can be integrated into other tool chains as an analysis tool. It is already
seamlessly integrated into the in-house test automation software ECU-TEST.

FUNCTIONALITY.
Get it checked! This is the declared goal of TRACE-CHECK. This powerful analysis
framework is used to review and evaluate recorded measurements at the end of the
test execution.
Each trace analysis is designed to check recorded traces on the basis of a wide variety
of criteria. A trace is a set of signals, i.e., a recording of one or more variables over a
specific period of time (e.g., CSV or MDF files). The goal is to analyze traces from
different sources along a common time line.
A trace analysis is always generic, i.e., universal. Thus, it can potentially be used for
different sources of the measurement data series under various boundary conditions.
The basis for this are so-called “generic signals“. They allow trace analyses to be
created completely independently of the type and amount of underlying trace
data. The signals to be read are also specified only when a concrete trace analysis
is to be performed.
On the one hand, the required signals can be addressed directly via their name in
the trace; on the other hand, interpreted variables can also be used for addressing
through description files for bus systems (DBC, FIBEX, ARXML, LDF, etc.), services,
models, application access, or environment simulations.
A fully automatically generated report is ready at the end. Clear results with messages
such as SUCCESS and FAILED immediately indicate the performance of the test run.
With further meaningful details in the form of plots, tables, and concrete values,
TRACE-CHECK also detects sporadic errors that are very difficult to identify.
The report itself is based on the TestReportFormat (TRF), but can also be exported
to various user-defined output formats such as HTML, PDF, JSON, or even Excel.

DESIGN AND FEATURES.
Clear lines, subtle nuances, and eye-catching colors. These properties are characteristic of
the trace analysis result with TRACE-CHECK. The basic facts can be grasped at a glance and
important details can be deduced on closer inspection.
The starting point of the trace analysis is the underlying records of a test case. TRACE-CHECK
takes care of everything else fully automatically from then on – reading and analyzing the
recorded measurement data, interpolating for different time axes, and creating report entries.
That’s the quick explanation.
However, designing a suitable analysis rule for the recorded signals is particularly decisive and
important for the result of any trace analysis. Within a trace analysis, trace steps are arranged
in logical sequence in what are known as episodes. One episode corresponds to one complete
analysis run. Trigger blocks allow tests to be easily restricted to time ranges of interest.
These are then implicitly defined with different signals and parameters via conditions.
By using plots, it is possible to create diagrams for a trace step. The resulting diagrams then
contain, in addition to signal data, the result information of the trace step, for example,
colored highlights for locations.
For a detailed look at the test result, it is worthwhile to add the integrated TRACE-CHECK tool
AutoSPY. When the AutoSPY Viewer is called up from the test report, the signals and result
information that were processed by the currently selected trace step in the test report are
displayed. Individual trace analysis signals are grouped according to episodes and can be
displayed or hidden as required.

Unconnected to concrete traces, signal and constant parameters are used to make the
specification flexible for later use. Concrete values for these parameters are only defined for
a specific trace – this is particularly easy to do via a higher-level project. That way the signal
connection has to be parameterized only once for all test cases.
All tools necessary for trace analysis can be inserted at the correct position simply by drag-anddrop or more quickly by pressing EasyInsert on the keyboard.
Most analyses can be covered with this range of functions. If this is not enough, you can also
create your own analysis rules in the form of Python-based trace step templates or graphically
with so-called timing diagrams.
The outcome: compactly presented test results in green and red. That simple? Almost. Although
the essential points of a performed trace analysis can be quickly viewed at a glance – namely, was
a test successful (green = SUCCESS) or did problems occur (red = FAILED) – it is also of great advantage to be able to go into detail if required. Does the test object meet the test specification? Is the
measuring device functioning correctly? Has the correct range been selected? Has the trace analysis been set up without errors? All details are clearly presented in a test report for each individual
analysis step. The text color of the node represents the overall result of the package execution.
In order to keep track of all results, including their history, and to check the test coverage with
regard to different aspects, test results from TRACE-CHECK can be uploaded (also automatically) to TEST-GUIDE.

HIGHLIGHTS
 Analyzes the measurement data of every test –
including SiL, MiL, HiL, XiL, and test drives
 Supports numerous automotive recording formats
 Synchronization of recordings from complex test setups
with multiple signal sources
 Generic toolbox through extensive parameterization
options for analyses and modular structure
 Continuous testing of the signal sequence as well as
easy restriction to test ranges
 Audio and video analysis
 High re-usability of analyses – encapsulate analyses
of an analysis package as per requirement and reuse
them modularly
 Analysis of time-critical requirements
 Trace analysis is platform independent
 Graphical and textual highlighting of errors
 Configuration completely via GUI or alternatively
via generators based on Python code for full flexibility
 Integration into existing tool/process chains
via various APIs and Jenkins
 Reporting in user-defined target formats
such as HTML, JSON or Excel

EXPANDABLE.
TRACE-CHECK presents itself as a modern tool for (mass data) trace analysis, which is being
continuously developed. In order to be able to take the large number of variants and the high
safeguarding requirements of highly automated driving functions into account, new methods for
the automated evaluation of simulation and test drive data are also constantly being used.
Automation interfaces (COM, REST) are constantly being implemented and improved, allowing
many TRACE-CHECK work steps to also be controlled externally. This enables quick and easy
integration into existing process chains for seamless and fully automatic operation on a
permanent basis.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Using an ECU-TEST Jenkins plug-in, TRACE-CHECK can be executed fully automatically, enabling
the development of sustainable Continuous Integration solutions. This also makes it possible to
execute the trace analysis simultaneously on distributed systems.
Additionally, analyses can be executed simultaneously on multi-core systems in the context
of the project.

BENEFITS.

ANALYSIS EXPERIENCE.

Keeping pace in the age of Big Data: with TRACE-CHECK, even large amounts of data can be analyzed
easily and efficiently. The focus here is on the evaluation of test data in the automotive environment. All relevant recording formats (ASC, MATLAB, MDF, etc.) are supported. This means that even
recordings from complex test setups with multiple signal sources can be synchronized and analyzed
without any problems. This makes TRACE-CHECK the ideal tool in heterogeneous test landscapes.

It is remarkable how quickly and easily signal-based tests can be evaluated. Be it in the implementation of triggered analyses, evaluation of large data sets with multiple recording formats,
or in the creation of your own trace step templates, TRACE-CHECK offers everything that a
modern test automation solution needs – handling of variants, reproducibility, reliability,
accuracy, speed, simplicity.

TRACE-CHECK is an integral part of the TraceTronic tool chain that consists of ECU-TEST,
TEST-GUIDE, and TRACE-CHECK. But it can be integrated just as well into other tool chains.

This means that even complex requirements can be formalized efficiently and can also be
reused – even across projects.

EFFECT.
Our products thrive on the exchange of knowledge. Close cooperation with
customers and partners strengthens innovative power and motivation and
continuously optimizes products for the market. As an agile organization, we
always place strong emphasis on this aspect in all our solutions. We ask a lot of
questions and want to make sure that our customers and partners get what
they need. This networking helps us build trust and allows us to include
those involved in the development process. In this way, both sides are
constantly learning. Moreover, with each new release we get all
users on board and train them intensively.

Our customers are mainly companies in the automotive industry. For example,
Audi, BMW Group, Bosch, CLAAS, Continental, Daimler, Denso, Ford, Geeley, IAV,
John Deere, Magna, Porsche, Rivian, Siemens, or Volkswagen. The ECU-TEST,
TRACE-CHECK, and TEST-GUIDE tools, as well as the Automotive DevOps platform
based on the tool chain, are used in over 30 countries worldwide – including in
Silicon Valley.

CONTACT.
www.tracetronic.com
info@tracetronic.com
+49 351 205768-0

